MID-CONTINENT REGION TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TEAM (MCRTTT)
MEETING NOTES
Conference Call
May 16, 2018
10:00-11:00AM CST

Participants:
Angie Sherman, OSMRE MCR
Mark Stacy, Indiana Dept. of Natural Resources
Abby Alkire, Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
Marlene Spence, Kansas Surface Mining Section Dept. of Health & Environment
Matthew Trousdale, Alabama Department of Labor AML
Jonathan Hall, Alabama Regulatory

Discussion:

- MCR Roadshow, the states have the link to the new tech transfer web page, those on
  the call received email from field offices.
  - Interest in roadshows, especially in the future as states train new staff
  - How much advance notice is needed?
  - When a roadshow is schedule, I will post this information on tech transfer web
    page
- ASMR 2018 – St. Louis, MO, June 3-7
- National tech transfer team first conference call in over a year; the team will schedule
  regular conference calls; new national tech transfer newsletter coming out soon;
  Applied Science- no funding for FY2018, doesn’t look like there will be funding for
  FY2019.
STATE REPORTS

Alabama AML – working with Min Kim on survey
Kansas AML – working with Chris and Paul on AMD
Kansas REG – does not have an engineer at this time, working with TFO engineer
Indiana AML – working with Paul B on AMD projects

The next scheduled conference call will be June 20, 2018, 10:00 AM CST.